Tuning in for Victory
By Leslie Przybylek, Curator of History

Optimists who see a “silver lining in every cloud” are wondering whether the war of today presages some sensational development in radio as it did in the first World War.

- The Pittsburgh Press, November 13, 1941

In November 1941, The Pittsburgh Press recalled that Westinghouse’s radio research for World War I paved the way for KDKA’s milestone of national broadcasting that began November 2, 1920. Now, observed the Press, “Twenty-one years later Westinghouse radio production plants are working day and night turning out precision broadcasting and receiving sets for Uncle Sam.”

Radio equipment was only part of Westinghouse’s contribution to World War II. At the height of war production, the company employed more than 100,000 people and made 8,000 defense products. From massive turbines and ship generators to helmet liners and electric torpedoes, Westinghouse epitomized what company leaders called “the great drive of science and industry” to supply, fight, and win a new kind of war. That effort also included communications technology: radio and radar devices that created a vast electronic network to keep enemies under surveillance and maintain contact between U.S. forces spread across land, air, and sea.

A Westinghouse GP-7 radio transmitter and tuning unit, on loan from the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space Museum and on display in We Can Do It! WWII, symbolizes the role of Westinghouse’s Radio Division during the war. One of more than 12,000 GP radio units Westinghouse produced for the U.S. Navy through 1944, the transmitter enabled communication between navy ships and aircraft, including the navy’s Douglas SBD Dauntless, a carrier-based dive-bomber that devastated Japanese forces during the Battle of Midway.

Westinghouse’s Radio Division also epitomized the logistical pragmatism that earned the company lasting commitments from federal contractors. Before the war, Westinghouse split radio development between offices in Pittsburgh; Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts; and Baltimore. As demand for military electronics increased, officials in Pittsburgh recognized that members of the Baltimore office had become key radio experts for the U.S. Navy. The company centralized radio operations there, moving about 250 employees from Massachusetts and Pittsburgh to Maryland. The Radio Division’s proximity to Washington, D.C., eventually made it Westinghouse’s primary Defense Division facility. Another report suggested the reorganization was spurred by Westinghouse’s knowledge of ongoing military radar research and the potential of large federal contracts. Pittsburgher Walter Evans, acting as general manager for the Baltimore plant, observed in 1941 that it became “almost a 100 per cent defense factory.” He noted: “Our employment roster is five times as large as it was only two years ago.”

It wasn’t enough. Navy demands for radio equipment eventually outstripped Baltimore’s production capacity. Westinghouse again reached out nationally, establishing radio facilities in Lansdowne, Maryland; Sunbury, Pennsylvania; Springfield, Massachusetts; and Mansfield, Ohio. Between 1939 and 1945, employment in the Radio Division jumped from 500 to 6,000; plant area expanded nationwide from 60,000-square-feet to 925,000-square-feet.

While the GP-7 transmitter exemplified Westinghouse’s importance to the navy, the Radio Division also made a legendary contribution to the U.S. Army. As early as 1933, Westinghouse electronics engineers experimented with radio signals beamed from the company’s Research Laboratories in Forest Hills to the East Pittsburgh works. Similar to German and U.S. military experiments, they detected road traffic moving between the facilities by observing how signals were interrupted. These tests demonstrated the idea behind radar: the detection of objects through the reflection of radio sound waves. At the same time, experiments in radio waves and object detection were being spearheaded by the U.S. Army Signal Corps Research Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. By 1939, the Westinghouse Radio Division, working with Fort Monmouth, manufactured the U.S. Army’s first standardized radar system, known as SCR-270 / 271. By 1941, the Radio Division in Baltimore had constructed 108 of these units. Four, all portable SCR-270 models, were sent to Hawaii.

At 7:02 a.m. on December 7, 1941, soldiers operating one of these units at a U.S. Army Signal Corps radar training station at Opana Point, Oahu, picked up the “largest blip” they’d ever seen. They notified their superiors. But radar was new; few army personnel had trained in it. There was little precedent for predicting an attack. Skepticism greeted the warning. Perhaps planes were coming from the USS Saratoga? Perhaps B-17s were approaching from the mainland? Regardless, the report was not passed forward. Fifty-five minutes later, Japanese planes attacked Pearl Harbor. Historians will long debate whether the warning truly would have
helped, but for Westinghouse it was a crucial milestone: the SCR-270 successfully detected incoming enemy planes. An experimental technology had come of age.

As World War II progressed, demands for radar and radio equipment continued to expand even as people began envisioning new uses for them after the war. Eventually, Westinghouse's Radio Division focused on radar. Befitting this shift, by February 1945 the Division reorganized again. Home radio production went to Sunbury, Pennsylvania. The Baltimore office gained a title that looked to the future: Industrial Electronics. So the Radio Division name carried by the GP-7 radio transmitter now on display in We Can Do It! WWII lasted only about five years, from around 1940 to 1945. But during that period, it epitomized Westinghouse's leading role in naval aviation communications and pointed the way toward new technology that would engage the company into the Atomic Age.
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